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Abstract
Tiling is a widely used loop transformation for exposing/exploiting parallelism and data locality. Effective use of tiling requires selection and tuning of the tile sizes. This is usually achieved by hand-crafting tile size selection (TSS) models that characterize the performance of the tiled program as a function of tile sizes. The best tile sizes are selected by either directly using the TSS model or by using the TSS model together with an empirical search. Hand-crafting accurate TSS models is hard, and adapting them to different architecture/compiler, or even keeping them up-to-date with respect to the evolution of a single compiler is often just as hard. Instead of hand-crafting TSS models, can we automatically learn or create them? In this paper, we show that for a specific class of programs fairly accurate TSS models can be automatically created by using a combination of simple program features, synthetic kernels, and standard machine learning techniques. The automatic TSS model generation scheme can also be directly used for adapting the model and/or keeping it up-to-date. We evaluate our scheme on six different architecture-compiler combinations (chosen from three different architectures and four different compilers). The models learned by our method have consistently shown near-optimal performance (within 5% of the optimal on average) across all architecture-compiler combinations.

Categories and Subject Descriptors D.3.4 [Programming Languages]: Processors—Optimization; Compilers

General Terms Performance, Algorithms, Languages
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1. Introduction

The compute and data intensive kernels of several important applications are loops. Tiling [16, 35, 22, 41] restructures loop computations to exploit parallelism and/or data locality by matching the program characteristics (e.g., locality and parallelism) to those of the execution environment (e.g., memory hierarchy, registers, and number of processors). Effective use of tiling requires techniques for tile shape/size selection and tiled code generation. In this paper we focus on the key step of tile size selection (TSS).

TSS is an important step in the effective use of tiling. The importance is evident from the vast literature available on this topic, and is also highlighted in the performance chart shown in Figure 1. There is a 5x and 2.5x difference in performance between the best and worst tile sizes for Power5 and Opteron, respectively. TSS involves the development of a (cost) model, which is used to characterize and select the best tile sizes for a given combination of program, architecture, and compiler. For an overview of TSS models, see [31, 25].

TSS solutions can be broadly classified into two categories, viz., static model based [21, 35, 9, 15, 7, 34, 25, 42, 12, 33] and model-driven empirical search based [39, 10, 20, 8, 13, 30]. In the static model based approach, the compiler uses a pre-designed TSS model to pick the best tile sizes for a given program-architecture pair. In the model-driven empirical search approach, the TSS model is used to characterize and prune the space of good tile sizes. For each tile size in the pruned search space, a version of the program is generated and run on the target architecture, and the tile sizes with the least execution time is selected. Due to the large space of valid tile sizes an exhaustive search, without using any TSS model to prune the space, is often not feasible.

Both the static model and model-driven empirical search approaches require a well designed TSS model. Constructing a good TSS model is hard. The extensive literature on the TSS problem is evidence of the importance as well as the difficulty of the problem. The problem of creating accurate TSS models is further exacerbated by (i) the complexity of the memory hierarchy in multi-core processor architectures and (ii) the highly intertwined optimization phases of a compiler. For example, Yotov et al. [42, 43] show the level of detailed understanding of the architecture and compiler optimization required to construct effective TSS models.

In addition to the effort involved in creating a TSS model, adapting it to a different architecture and/or compiler requires significant effort. Further, keeping a TSS model up-to-date with respect to the evolution of optimizations in a single compiler is in itself a significant task. In fact, the recognition of this difficulty in constructing
and maintaining accurate TSS models led to the wide spread use of empirical search techniques. Unfortunately, to be efficient and fast enough empirical search techniques also require TSS models to (at least) prune the search space, and these models themselves are also non-trivial to construct and adapt.

In summary, accurate TSS models are needed to select the best tile sizes and constructing and adapting them are becoming more and more difficult.

Previous approaches to TSS have used hand-crafted TSS models to either directly select the tile sizes [21, 35, 9, 15, 7, 34, 25, 42] or as a part of an empirical search to prune the search space [39, 10, 20, 8, 13, 30]. There are also TSS methods where hand-crafted TSS models are used to define a space of valid/good tile sizes and then machine learning techniques are used to efficiently search the space for the best tile sizes [38, 23, 11, 29]. As discussed earlier, the hand-crafted models used in these approaches are difficult to create, adapt, and maintain.

Instead of hand-crafting TSS models, can we automatically learn or create them? If so, we can use the same techniques to automatically adapt or keep them up-to-date with respect to changes in architectures and compilers. In this paper, we show, for a specific class of programs (3D loop nest with 2D data), that by using a combination of simple program features, synthetic kernels and standard machine learning techniques, highly effective and accurate TSS models can be learned with little or no human involvement. The two key ideas behind our approach are (i) the use of six simple program features that capture the effects of spatial and temporal locality of tiled programs and (ii) the use of synthetic and automatically generated programs to learn the TSS models.

We consider the problem of selecting tile sizes for a single level of tiling for caches. For validation, we use scientific computation kernels that are known to benefit from cache tiling. We report extensive validation of our scheme on three different architectures (Intel Core2Duo, AMD Opteron, Power5) and four different compilers (gcc, IBM xlcc, PathScale pathcc, and Intel icc). We show that fairly accurate TSS models can be automatically created on all the six different architecture-compiler combinations. The tile sizes predicted by our machine-crafted models, trained separately for each architecture-compiler combination, consistently show near-optimal performance on a variety of scientific kernels. The training of the machine-crafted models involves a couple of days of data collection and very little effort to tune the neural network parameters. The resulting TSS model can be directly used by a compiler to compute the best tile sizes for a given program, or can be used by an autotuner to perform a model-driven empirical search.

The paper makes the following contributions:

- We identify a set of six simple program features that characterize the spatial and temporal locality benefits of a tiled program.
- We show that the simple structure of the program features can be exploited to generate synthetic tiled programs which can be used for learning the TSS models.
- We formulate a machine learning scheme which models the optimal tile sizes as a continuous function of the program features.
- We report extensive validation of our technique on six different compiler-architecture combinations. We show that very effective TSS models, which predict the near-optimal tile sizes across all the six platforms can be automatically learned for our target class of programs.

The rest of the sections are organized as follows. Section 2 introduces loop tiling for caches and the architectural features that affect the performance of tiled programs. Section 3 introduces the program features, predicted outputs, and the use of artificial neural networks to learn TSS models. In Section 4, we outline the different stages of our scheme and in Section 5 we present experimental evaluation. Section 6 compares the performance of the machine-crafted TSS models with two well known hand-crafted TSS models from the literature. Section 7 presents some conclusions and pointers to future work.

2. Loop Tiling For Cache Locality

Cache tiling, also called cache blocking, transforms a set of loops into another set of loops, which performs the same computation but in a different order so that the program has better cache locality. Tiling is used to maximize reuse and avoid costly accesses to lower levels in the memory hierarchy. For example, consider the loop nest in Figure 2, which is the symmetric rank k update (SSYRK) kernel. If you consider the access to the C matrix, the entire matrix is accessed in each iteration of the outer-most i loop. If the cache is large enough to store the entire C matrix, the program will read the matrix from the main memory when it was first used, and then the remaining accesses only needs to wait for the cache. With the original code, we need enough cache to hold N² elements of the C array, and additional 2N elements of the A array to maximize reuse. However, L1 data caches of modern processors are around 32KB to 128KB, and are often not enough to store the entire matrix for large problem instances.

![Variation in performance of tiled code (Power5)](image1)

![Variation in performance of tiled code (Opteron)](image2)

Figure 1. Variation in execution time of tiled code for six scientific kernels. The execution time is normalized to the best (lowest) running time of the points shown in the figure. Note that two processors show a very different behavior, and scale of x-axis is quite different in the two figures.
for (i=0; i<N; i++)
    for (j=0; j<N; j++)
        for (k=j; k<N; k++)
            C[j][k] += A[i][j] * A[i][k];

Figure 2. SSYRK

for (Tj = 0; Tj < N; Tj+=tSize)
    for (Tk = Tj; Tk < N; Tk+=tSize)
        for (i=0; i<N; i++)
            for (j=Tj; j<min(Tk+tsize,N); j++)
                for (k=j; k<min(Tk+tsize,N); k++)
                    C[j][k] += A[i][j] * A[i][k];

Figure 3. Tiled SSYRK

for(i=0; i<N; i++)
    for(j=0; j<N; j++)
        for(k=0; k<=j; k++)
            if (k == j)
                B[j][i] = B[j][i] - L[j][k] * B[k][i];
            if (k < j)
                B[j][i] = B[j][i] - L[j][k] * B[k][i];

Figure 4. TRISOLV

Tiling partitions the iteration space and changes the order of
execution so that data will be reused while still performing the same
computation. A possible application of tiling to the SSYRK kernel
is shown in Figure 3. New loops with indices Tj and Tk control the
memory requirement by the tile size parameter tSize so that tSize^2
elements fit in the available cache.

Tiling has been studied extensively and is an important opti-
mization in highly tuned linear algebra libraries such as BLAS or
ATLAS [40, 43]. The above example only shows the use of tiling to
maximize L1 cache reuse, but tiling can be applied simultaneously
to other memory hierarchies such as registers, and other levels of
caches. In addition, multiple levels of tiling can be applied to opti-
mize for multiple levels of the memory system.

2.1 Cache Tiling and Hardware Prefetching

Let us consider a hardware prefetcher that can prefetch subsequent
cache lines to L1 cache when cache lines are accessed sequentially,
such as the one in Power5 processor. On such a processor, all the
references in Figure 2 can be prefetched, because all of them are
along the cache line (assuming row-major layout). With hardware
prefetching, the untiled code performs slightly better than tiled
code with best tile size, since it does not suffer from loop control
overhead associated with tiling.

However, not all programs have prefetcher-friendly structure.
Consider Figure 4. Because the k loop is dependent on the outer
loop, simple loop permutation cannot make the references B[k][i]
prefetcher-friendly. Also, multiple computations may be fused in
practice, which may result in a prefetcher-unfriendly code segment.
Again by loop fusion, the total number of references in a loop nest
may increase beyond the number of prefetcher streams available,
which again limits the benefit of hardware prefetching.

It has been shown by Kamil et al. [17] that cache blocking
may not be effective for stencil computations with 2D data. Stencil
computations have uniform accesses that can be easily prefetched.
Combined with large on-chip memories available on modern
hardware, the level of reuse already achieved without transforming
the loop is comparable with tiled code. We therefore exclude stencil
computations from the target class of programs in this paper.

Some of the recent architectures have even better hardware
prefetchers that start prefetching when constant-stride accesses are
observed in addition to the unit-stride accesses. With constant-
stride prefetcher, references that access by columns (not along the
cache line) can also be prefetched if the access pattern is regular. However, recent Intel processor series, which were the
only processors with constant-stride hardware prefetchers, cannot
prefetch if the stride crosses 4KB page boundaries [1]. Because
of this constraint, constant-stride prefetcher in the Intel processors
cannot do any better than unit-stride prefetchers when the problem
instance is large enough so that each row is more than 4KB (512
doubles).

When optimizing for multi-core, tiling is used to expose par-
allelism and improve cache locality [3]. Some loop permutations
that would make a loop nest prefetcher-friendly might not be the
best transformation for parallelism. Consider SSYRK in Figure 2.
Permuting the loops to make i loop the innermost loop can reduce
the synchronization overhead when this code is parallelized for a
shared memory environment. If this code were to be parallelized
using OpenMP, one would prefer reordering the loops so that the
i loop is outermost, and mark the outermost loop as the parallel
loop. The number of synchronization is now reduced from N to 1,
compared to inserting the parallelization pragma before the i loop in
the original code (Figure 2). However, the new loop ordering (j,k,i)
makes the two references to array a are prefetcher-unfriendly, and
tiling could be used for better locality.

2.2 Target Class of Programs

In this paper, we focus on a class of scientific computations, such as
linear algebra, which are known to benefit from tiling. Tiled code
generators, such as TLOG [32], Pluto [3], PrimeTile [14], and
D-tiling [18], are available for these class of programs, which make it
easier to use our TSS learning approach. Although there are highly
tuned libraries available for common kernels like matrix multipli-
cation, computations that are not covered by the libraries may still
be handled in our model by only tiling the inner three di-
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MMM</th>
<th>Matrix Matrix Multiplication</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TMM</td>
<td>Triangular MM (C = AB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSYRK</td>
<td>Symmetric Rank K Update</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYSTR2K</td>
<td>Symmetric Rank 2K Update</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYSTRM</td>
<td>In-place 1MM (B = AB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYSTRM</td>
<td>Solve Triangular Matrix (AX = \alpha B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRISOLV</td>
<td>Solve Triangles (Ax = b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUD</td>
<td>LU Decomposition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYSSMM</td>
<td>Symmetric MMM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Nine real kernels used for validation

Among this class of programs, we consider the programs that
have three dimensional loops with two dimensional data. Many sci-
entific kernels, like matrix multiplication, fit in to this subset of
programs. Also programs with more than three dimensional loops
can be still handled in our model by only tiling the inner three di-
nensions. We consider cubic tiles only to reduce data collection
time. Allowing all three dimensions to have different tile sizes sig-
nificantly increases the number of possible tile sizes. Our approach
can be directly extended to predict rectangular tile sizes by increas-
ing the data collection time, which will be described later in more
detail. We do not consider data padding or copy optimization, since
available code generators do not handle these optimizations.
for (i=0; i<N; i++)
for (j=0; j<N; j++)
for (k=0; k<N; k++)
    C[i][j] += A[i][k] * B[k][j];

Figure 5. Matrix Matrix Multiplication

3. Learning TSS Models

In this section we describe the basic components of TSS model learning: the inputs to and outputs of the model, and the machine learning technique we use.

3.1 Input Program Features

In order to use a model to predict optimal tile sizes for different programs, the model needs to be provided with inputs that distinguish different programs. The inputs to our model are features of the programs. Previous methods that use machine learning techniques for compiler optimizations have often used syntactic features such as the number of operands or the number of loop nests [36, 27, 6]. After experimenting with a variety of features that capture the spatial and temporal locality effects of loop tiling, we arrived at a set of six features.

The features are based on the number of references in the innermost statements, classified into three different types of references. Then each type of reference is further classified into reads and writes for a total of six features. The three types of references are non-prefetched references, prefetched references, and references that are constant in the innermost loop (invariant). The invariant reference captures those references that are reused for all the iterations of the innermost loop. The prefetched reference captures references that enjoy spatial locality given by the prefetcher, and non-prefetched references are those that need temporal locality for good performance. Read and write references are distinguished because of the possible differences in how they are treated especially in multi-core processors where L2 cache is commonly shared among the cores.

For example, in matrix multiplication shown in Figure 5, the reference to array c is write-invariant (WI), because it is written to the same location by all iterations of the innermost loop. Reference to array a is read-prefetched (RP), because the innermost loop index k is used to index the columns of the array, and such accesses are prefetched by unit-stride prefetcher. Reference to array b is read-non-prefetched (RNP), since k is used to index the rows, and we are assuming row-major layout. These features can easily be extracted by looking at the loop orderings used to reference arrays. The compiler needs to be aware of the type of hardware prefetcher is used on each architecture to calculate these values, but we believe this is a simple requirement. Detailed information about the prefetcher is not required, the compiler only needs to know if unit-stride access is prefetched. With the current hardware prefetching technology, even a constant-stride prefetcher works effectively as a unit-stride prefetcher as discussed earlier. More information may become necessary with significant advance in hardware prefetching.

3.2 Predicted Outputs

There are multiple possible outputs for a TSS model. One possibility is to model the performance of tiled code itself and search the learned function for tile sizes that optimize performance given a specific program. However, this approach requires searching the function after modeling. In the case of analytical models, the function may be smooth and the optimal is easy to find using some kind of optimization method. With functions learned by neural networks, the function may not be smooth and optimization methods can get trapped in one of many local minima. Finding global minima in such functions is itself a separate and difficult problem, which we would like to avoid.

Another possible output is the optimal tile size itself. Classifying programs to optimal tile sizes allows skipping the step of searching the function and directly gives tile size as an output. Classifiers can be also learned by neural networks or other machine learning techniques such as support vector machines. However, simple classification is only capable of classifying programs into predefined set of optimal tile sizes. Thus, it does not suit our goal of predicting optimal tile sizes of unseen programs, unless we have enough training data to cover all possible tile sizes, which is unlikely.

We used a solution between the two ways described above. We use the optimal tile size as the output, but we do not learn classifiers. Instead, we formulate the TSS model to be learned as a continuous function from the six program features (described earlier in 3.1) to the optimal tile sizes. The following example gives an intuitive motivation for formulating the TSS model to be a continuous function. Consider three programs with identical program features except for number of RNP references. Program A has optimal tile size of 100 with RNP=1, program B has optimal tile size of 50 with RNP=3. It is reasonable to think that program C with RNP=2 has optimal tile size somewhere between 50 and 100, since it requires more data per iteration compared to program A, but less compared to B.

3.3 Using ANN to Learn TSS Model

We used artificial neural networks (ANN), a supervised learning method, to learn tile size prediction model. Supervised learning methods require pairs of input and desired output, and learn some function to minimize error between the output of the function and the desired output. The neural network we used is a backpropagation neural network and was trained with Scaled Conjugate Gradient method [26].

We use multi-layered neural networks [2]. The number of nodes in the output layer is equal to the number of outputs to be produced by the neural network. Each hidden layer can have any number of nodes. The inputs to the ANN is given to the first hidden layer, and outputs from each layer is given to the next layer. The outputs from hidden layers is a function of weighted sum of the inputs to that layer, where the function is the hyperbolic tangent. The output layer performs weighted sum of the outputs from the last hidden layer, but does not apply the hyperbolic tangent function. Given output layer weights w, output from the last hidden layer b, desired output b, and number of training data N, each output layer node tries to minimize the error calculated using the equation below.

$$\Sigma_{n=1}^{N} ((h.w)_n - b_n)^2$$

The neural network starts with random values as initial weights in each node, and then iteratively updates the weights to minimize the error. The scaled conjugate gradient method is a type of gradient method that approximates the second order derivative to allow faster convergence to the local minimum, and hence accelerate training of ANN compared to standard back-propagation with gradient descent.

Models learned using neural networks return real valued numbers as optimal tile size. Since tile sizes are integers, we simply round the given value to a closest integer and use that as the predicted optimal tile size.
4. Our Approach

Our approach has the following four different stages:

1. Synthetic program generation
2. Data Collection
3. Learning TSS models using ANN
4. Use of ANN based TSS model

Stages 1 through 3 are part of the TSS model creation phase and are done offline. Stage 4 represents the use of the learned TSS model and is done on-line during the compilation of a program to select the tile sizes.

4.1 Synthetic Program Generation

We need to collect training data to train neural networks. Data gathered from real applications or kernels are commonly used as the training data for machine learning based modeling. However, using real applications limits the training data to the real applications available at the time of training. The neural network cannot be expected to perform well on programs with features that are significantly different from any program in the training data. With real applications as training data, there is not much control over the range of programs that is covered by the neural network. In addition, some of the real applications need to be separated out from the training data for validation. Also, if multiple applications have the same program feature, the neural networks may become over-trained to better suit that program feature more than others.

We use synthetic programs to overcome these limitations. The synthetic programs we use are programs that fit in our class of interest (three dimensional loops and two dimensional data), with statements in the innermost loop that are generated to have the specified number of references for each type. We exhaustively search for optimal tile sizes of the generated programs to create the training data set. We used the open source tiled code generator, TLoG [32], to generate codes with all three dimensions tiled.

With synthetic programs, we have better control over training data, and the ability to train using a large number of training data points. We believe these benefits given by synthetic programs are one of the main reasons that lead to well performing models.

The use of synthetic programs was only possible because we have simple program features. If a large number of program features were used, then it becomes infeasible to try a large range of possible programs with synthetic programs. Even if real programs were used, the coverage of programs that can be represented by complex program features is going to be sparse.

We selected a range of values of program features, and hence programs, that cover all the kernels we used, but also includes many others so that the model is not specialized to just those kernels. Table 2 shows the range of values we used to bound the feature space. Column names represent the type of reference, prefetched (P), non-prefetched (NP), invariant(I) for read (R) and write (W). These bounds were constructed so that the space is not too large, but still captures a wide variety of programs. The number of reads are usually more than the writes, so we only have a small number of writes. RNP is always greater than 0, to ensure the program stays in the class of interest at least one reference is not prefetched. There are a total of 2835 program instances in this space with at least one write.

The range of program features to be covered can be changed to better suit expected programs. If you know that the compiler is going to see a small subset of the possible feature space beforehand, the model can be specialized for that range of programs.

From the bounded feature space, we collected optimal tile sizes for a number of points in the feature space. Table 3 shows the points used for the training data. We also exclude from the training data, programs with features identical to features of real kernels, so that real kernels we used to test our model remain unseen during the training.

4.2 Data Collection

Collecting training data is time consuming, but can be done without much human effort. The use of a parameterized tiled code generator helped our data collection by avoiding compilation for each tile size explored for a program. Data collection took between 20-40 hours for each compiler-architecture combination. We used problem sizes that take around 10 seconds of execution time for each synthetic program instance. Because the number of references in a program affects its running time, using the same problem sizes would cause the running time of some synthetic program instances to be much larger than 10 seconds.

We used a very simple linear function of number of references to adjust the problem size. This adjustment was only for avoiding long execution times during data collection, and the accuracy of the adjustment was not an issue.

4.3 Learning TSS Models Using ANN

There are many parameters in the training process, including the range of programs to target, the range of training data, and parameters of the neural network. The former two can be made larger and larger if time permits, since we want the model to cover a larger range of programs, and having more training data always helps learning.

The parameters of the neural network are not as simple. There are many parameters for a neural network, the important ones being the number of hidden layers, the number of nodes in each layer, how initial weights are selected, and the termination condition. In addition, we can train multiple neural networks individually for more stable output. Averaging the output of multiple neural networks helps stabilize the output, because neural networks learned are heavily influenced by the initial weights. The number of neural networks to be trained for averaging in the end is also another parameter. We do not try to optimize the neural network parameters. Instead we manually tune the neural network parameters based on our intuition and testing on small data sets. We hope to develop an automated approach to optimize neural network parameters in the future.

We used three-layered (two hidden layers) neural networks with 30 hidden nodes per hidden layer, and weights randomly initialized to values between 1 and -1. The termination condition was slightly different for each architecture-compiler combination based on how easy it was to fit the training data for a particular combination. These parameters are picked by trying out multiple combinations of parameters and looking at the rate of convergence and root mean square errors, a measure of how far the predicted outputs are away from the desired outputs.

It took about two hours of initial tuning to get a good basic design of the neural network, and then the SAME basic neural network configuration was applied to all architecture-compiler com-
4.4 Use of ANN Based TSS Model

Once we have the trained TSS model, it can be used as a part of the compiler to predict the optimal tile sizes, or used as a part of a model-driven search method to find the optimal tile sizes. The first step is to extract the program features, which should not take much time due to its simplicity. Then the six program features are used as an input to the learned model to produce the output, which can be directly used as the tile size selected for that program. When the model is used as a part of a model-driven search method, the tile sizes in the neighborhood of the predicted tile sizes can be empirically tested for the best performance. It is also possible to alter the neural network to output expected performance of a program with a given tile size, which may be a better model for mode-driven search.

The only on-line cost associated with the use of our model in a compiler is the use of the neural network and extraction of the six program features. The use of neural networks is computationally close to two matrix-vector products of size 31x6, which is trivial with modern compute power.

4.5 Extension to Rectangular Tiles

Our approach can be directly extended to predict rectangular tile sizes as well. The flow described above does not change at all. The only pieces that need to be changed is the outputs of the neural network, and the data collection. The outputs from the neural network needs to be increased from one to two or three, depending on whether two or three dimensions are tiled, because tile size in each dimension can be now different. The data collection phase needs to be adjusted accordingly to find the optimal tile sizes including rectangular tiles. Because neural networks naturally handle more than one outputs, no other change is required.

5. Experimental Validation of Machine-Crafted Models

We have used our approach to learn tile size selection models on the six architecture-compiler combinations summarized in Table 4. We used the nine kernels previously summarized in 1 with problem sizes adjusted for each architecture to run for about a minute. We chose a longer target execution time compared to the 10 seconds of the synthetic programs so that the problem sizes used were significantly different from the problem sizes used during validation. The problem sizes used for real kernels were around 3000, where as the problem sizes used during training was around 1000.

Feature extraction was done manually, but it can be easily done in a compiler. We used the same set of program features on all architectures, because even the constant-stride prefetcher on Core2Duo effectively worked only as a unit-stride prefetcher due to its constraint on access distance.
selection is likely to have more noise compared to others. The optimal on a flat surface can be easily affected by small noises from the operating system or other environment not necessarily connected to the program being executed. We believe this noise can be suppressed by increasing the problem size and/or running each instance of the synthetic program a number of times and taking the minimum (or mean) execution time.

Another reason is that with GCC on Core2Duo, two kernels, MMM and TMM, are showing optimal performance with a tile size that is far from the tile size predicted by our model. We suspect that this is due to some optimization applied by the compiler only for the standard matrix multiplication, since by changing the compiler option from -O3 to -O2, the tile size predicted by our model shows identical performance with the true optimal.

How good are the models created by our approach, compared to randomly picking points in the search space, when local search is performed is a question that the readers may have. It has also been shown by Kisuki et al. [19] that random search takes large number of iterations (100+) to reach within 5% of the optimal for most of the benchmarks they used, which included dense linear algebra computations as well.

Even a naïve local search around the tile sizes predicted by the machine-crafted models show significant improvements. This demonstrates its potential to perform better when combined with the more sophisticated search methods proposed in the literature.

6. Comparison with Hand-Crafted Models

Many static models have been previously developed to maximize performance of tiled code, and those models are analyzed in detail by Hsu and Kremer [15]. We have taken two models that were reported to perform well [15], and another model by Yotov et. al [42] used in ATLAS for comparison. First, we briefly describe the logic behind the three models, LRW [21], EUC [9] and the model-driven ATLAS model [42]. Then these models are evaluated in the same manner as in the previous section. The goal of this section is to show that our approach can generate models that are at least as good as the previous models for all architecture-compiler combinations.

LRW [21] is an analytical model developed by closely studying the performance of tiled matrix multiplication. It chooses square tiles for a given program using an estimate of cache misses based on memory footprint and self-interference. EUC [9] is also an analytical model with similar considerations used as in LRW, but it predicts rectangular tile sizes instead of square. EUC takes cross-interference into account as well as self-interference. Both of these models take problem sizes as an input, where as our model does not. Yotov et al. [42] uses multiple models to compute many parameters including tile sizes for cache tiling with cubic tiles. Their model for tile size selection assumes fully associative caches and does not consider conflict misses. We would like to clarify that when we refer to Yotov et al. in the following, we did not use the ATLAS auto-tuned kernels. We only used the analytical model for predicting square tile sizes for cache locality in [42].

### Table 5. Mean slowdown over all kernels when the best tile size within some distance from the predicted tile size is used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Architecture</th>
<th>Predicted</th>
<th>Distance 10</th>
<th>Distance 20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Opteron/PSC</td>
<td>4.3%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opteron/GCC</td>
<td>6.3%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power5/XLC</td>
<td>4.6%</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power5/GCC</td>
<td>1.7%</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core2Duo/ICC</td>
<td>7.8%</td>
<td>4.0%</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core2Duo/GCC</td>
<td>5.1%</td>
<td>4.0%</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 6. Mean of slowdowns with tile sizes predicted by each model over all nine kernels on each architecture-compiler combination.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Architecture</th>
<th>Machine-Crafted</th>
<th>LRW</th>
<th>EUC</th>
<th>Yotov et al.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Opteron/PSC</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>178%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>169%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opteron/gcc</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>147%</td>
<td>139%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power5/XLC</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>168%</td>
<td>266%</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power5/gcc</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>77%</td>
<td>133%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core2Duo/ICC</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>246%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core2Duo/gcc</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>128%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.1 Tailoring Hand-Crafted Models to Modern Architectures

We made a small but necessary modification to all the hand-crafted models to adapt to the current architecture. Since some of the hand-crafted models were developed when hardware prefetcher was not commonly available, they treat all references as non-prefetched. However, it is obvious that prefetched references do not have to stay in the cache, and they can be excluded when calculating the tile size so that the cache is utilized well. Because it is straight-forward and it would not take much effort to modify the model to take the prefetching into account, we modified all of the models so that prefetches are excluded from calculation. Further, for programs that has more than one references that is not prefetched, we give smaller cache sizes to the model. Also, in [21], they briefly mention extension of their algorithm to set associative caches, we have used their modification so that larger tile sizes are selected when compared to assuming direct mapped cache.

6.2 Performance of Hand-Crafted Models

Figure 7 shows the normalized execution time of nine kernels using tile sizes given by hand-crafted static models. The same problem sizes used for measuring execution time using machine-crafted models were used. Although the hand-crafted models have predicted near optimal tile sizes for some of the kernels, the performance is not as consistent as what was observed with our machine-crafted models. LRW and Yotov et al. model performs relatively worse on Opteron compared to the other architectures. Opteron has smaller set associativity, which seems to make the performance more sensitive to small changes in tile size, leading to greater performance hit. LRW does perform more than 2x slower on Opteron with matrix multiplication that was used to develop the model.

EUC was unable to give good tile sizes for some kernels across all architecture-compiler combinations. It is interesting to note that EUC had predicted a tile size that performs better than the optimal cubic tile found for SSYR2K on Opteron with PSC. The optimal cubic tile size found for SSYR2K was 6x6x6, but it was not the optimal when rectangular tiles were considered. EUC was able to find a very thin tile that has better memory utilization for this case.

Table 6 summarizes the effectiveness of each model by showing the percentage of slowdown when compared to the optimal using cubic tile sizes. LRW and Yotov et al. model show comparable performance on some combinations, but overall the machine-crafted model provides consistently near-optimal performance across all architectures. We believe the reason for LRW and Yotov et al. model showing comparable performance on Core2Duo and Power5 is also due to the fact that these processors have very wide ranges of good tile sizes, as previously discussed in Section 5.2. In addition relatively high set associativity of these processors are closer to the assumption of Yotov et al. that caches are fully associative.
basic blocks [28, 24], and deciding if certain optimization should be applied [5, 6, 37, 27]. Some of the hand-crafted tile size selection approaches have also used some form of machine learning methods [38, 23, 11, 29, 36]. We use machine learning techniques to automatically learn TSS models.

8. Conclusions and Future Work

Tile size selection is an important step in the profitable use of loop tiling. Hand-crafting effective TSS models is hard and adapting or maintaining them is often harder. We have shown that highly effective TSS models can be automatically created using a small set of program features, synthetic programs and standard machine learning techniques. We have shown that the machine-crafted TSS models consistently predict near-optimal (on the average, within 5% of optimal) tile sizes across six different compiler-architecture combinations. We have also shown that, a naive search within a small neighborhood of the predicted tile sizes can find the true optimal tile sizes in some cases, and in other cases find tile sizes that are very close to the optimal. This clearly indicates the strong potential of machine-crafted TSS models in a model-driven empirical search scheme.

Several directions of future work are promising. The proposed approach can be directly extended to construct TSS models for multiple levels (cache and register) tiling. We have described how our approach can be extended to rectangular tile sizes with little change, which is also a possible direct extension. Another direct extension is to construct TSS models where tiling is used to expose coarse-grain parallelism [3]. Another promising direction is the use of machine-crafted TSS models together with sophisticated search techniques to develop an efficient model-driven empirical search technique for use in auto-tuners. Our approach in itself is quite flexible and with appropriate interpretation of program features, it can be extended to other class of programs. Extending to programs with irregular array references is another interesting direction.

There are some possible future work on the neural network side of our approach as well. As mentioned previously, automatic selection of neural network parameters is the only part that is not automated in our approach. There are well known approaches for selecting neural network structure, which may be applied to fully automate our approach. Our model cannot provide any insight about the underlying architecture, where the process of developing analytical models by hand tend to increase the understanding of the underlying architecture of programs as a sub-product. It would be useful if we could extract some insight from the trained neural network.
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